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Application for Sponsoring a project / Give a donation towards a project 

We wish to take this opportunity, to make you aware of our projects for 2014 

1. School Project 

 

Hundreds of children are going to school hungry, exhausted and poorly clothed because 

their parents are so strapped for cash. Starving pupils dressed in threadbare clothes and 

shabby shoes stealing food from classmates - it sounds like a scene from a horror 

movie, but this is the reality of life, there has been an increase in the number of pupils 

turning up to school without having eaten breakfast or the night before. 

Some are so hungry they have resorted to stealing food off others, some even stealing 

extra for later as their whole family are hungry. 

None of this is because the parents are lacking in parental skills or are poor managers of 

their budget, as they have no budget to rely on or earn so little it is a daily struggle just to 

keep a roof over their children’s heads, with living expenses going up and jobs getting 

cut on a regular basis. These children already suffer so much, when they get to school 

they get teased and bullied for not wearing the correct uniform and not having the 

necessary school needs, please help us make a change in a child’s life. 

 

2. Feeding Project 

 

There are hundreds of families that struggle on a daily basis with no food or clothing for 

them and their children, a lot of these families live in horrific conditions. We at the 

Helping SA are trying to change the fortune of these individuals and their run of bad 

circumstances by doing the following: 

We help them with food parcels, clothing, toiletries, blankets, etc. 

Providing a basic food parcels per family is costly and we need sponsors. A food parcel 

with just the bare essentials cost’s us R1500.00 per family per month. We are also in the 

process of trying to help people that are willing to help themselves, by assisting them in  

Finding employment. 
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3. Hope for Warmth 

 

Many children has to go through this winter with blankets that’s torn and has holes in it 

they have to share this blanket with their siblings, some has no blanket at all and has to 

rely on a plastic bag or box to cover themselves, for these families it’s a difficulty just to 

have bread to eat, not to mention to be able to take a few rand and buy a blanket, we 

have situations where children gets in to fights with their brothers or sisters over a 

jersey, the elderly suffers just as much we have elderly staying in garages, shacks back 

rooms with raw cement floors, holes in the walls, broken windows, this is elderly that the 

state feels do not qualify for a pension grant, they also cannot find employment due to 

their age and illnesses, in a lot of elderly care centres the number of death rises in the 

winter time as the cold makes it difficult to fight against viruses and already illnesses, the 

one thing we seldom hear about is the number of deaths of elderly during winter time 

who has been forgotten by their children, who lives on their own in this cold back rooms 

and garages, who mostly suffers because they do not have warm clothing and bedding 

most have  illnesses such as arthritis, which is already very painful and gets worse with 

the cold, they will roll up in balls and just try and keep warm ending up not to be able to 

get up and find something to eat, most not having a proper meal to start with resulting in  

them getting weaker and weaker. Winter is a beautiful season but a dreadful one for all 

destitute families, children and elderly, it’s the longest 3 months of your life if you have 

no warm clothes, no warm bedding, live in a room with raw cement floors, holes in your 

roof and still on top of this you have to fight off the hunger that overcomes you, where 

can they find the strength that they need to overcome all of this? We need to be the 

change, we can give them the strength we can lift them up by providing blankets, warm 

clothing and warm food, please help us to make  this difference in the lives of the ones 

who suffers so much already. The children, families and elderly that we assist is located 

across South Africa. 

 

4. Cancer Drive 

 

Helping SA’s cancer awareness campaign to raise funds for children with cancer in state 

hospitals. 

There are a lot of children without winter pyjamas or any pyjamas for their stay in 

hospital, they also do not have much to keep them busy and their minds off what they 

are going through, the funds raised through this campaign will be used to buy the 

children clothing and toys and will also assist with the traveling for the children and their 

parents to and from the hospital. With this project in 2013 we made a lot of children 

smile and just for that minute or two they forgot about their pain and the scariness of 

what they are going through, we also did not just do this for children with cancer but also 

with other children that is ill or has dread illnesses. We will be doing the same this year 

to focus on all children to make what they are going through easier for them. In return for 

assisting with our cancer drive you will receive a cancer awareness brochure explaining 

all the cancers and symptoms as well as a handmade ribbon of your choice that we 
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hope you will wear with pride knowing that you made a difference in someone’s life. 

Cancer Awareness Ribbons; 

 

Purple             -     General cancer awareness 

Gold                 -    Cancer in children awareness 

Pink                 -     Breast cancer awareness 

Blue                 -     Prostate Cancer awareness 

Green              -     Leukemia and kidney cancer awareness 

Red                  -    Blood cancer awareness 

White                -    Lung Cancer Awareness 

Silver                 -   For Hope 

 

5. Christmas Drive 

 

We will have different parties for destitute children out of different areas and 

communities also for the elderly and mentally disabled adults who has suffered 

dramatically through this year, our aim is to give them a special day where they will have 

fun feel loved and get spoiled with treats and gifts, this drive also includes collecting 

Christmas presents for children from destitute families for Christmas day where the 

parents will give it to them so that the family together can have Christmas, our aim here 

is to make children happy but not to take that joy away from their parents and a family 

day, the families will have a proper meal on Christmas day, we will also hand out meals 

on Christmas morning to the forgotten elderly and to the homeless. There's nothing 

sadder in this world than to awake Christmas morning and knowing Santa did not visit 

you once again and the feast to look forward to will be the same as always, bread or 

nothing at all  

Christmas... is not an eternal event at all, but a piece of a child's memory, they will 

always carry in their heart. Again like last year we asked the children for their Christmas 

wishes, this is some of their answers: 

* I would like to see what a Christmas tree really looks like not just in pictures, 

* Enough bread for me and my brother 

* For my mommy to come back that will be the greatest gift of all.  

Last year we were able to fill most of the children's Christmas wishes, please help 

us to fill the wishes again this year, the gift and Christmas meal you are 

sponsoring will be the only gift they will receive this year these children have 

already missed the chance this year to receive a cake or a gift on their birthday let's not 

make them miss out on Christmas as well, we can make it possible to give them smiles 

again. YOU CAN MAKE THIS A CHRISTMAS TO REMEMBER There is so many 

children when they go to bed hungry that ask  themselves " why me what have I done", it 

is difficult for children to keep their faith strong and to keep on trying. We have the power 

to change this by showing them a little bit of love and understanding, there is a candle 

burning in every soul and we need to keep that candle burning. 
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We want to fight poverty and give opportunity to those people who are locked out 

Please note all donations are refundable on your annual tax returns.  

We are a non-profitable organisation registered with the department of Social development. 

NPO 115-333. According to act 71 of 1997  

Please note that the families, orphanages and old age homes we support are located across 

South Africa. 

Whatever you are able to contribute is greatly appreciated. 

For EFT’s please use reference:  LC and you’re company name. 

"Generosity consists not the sum given, but the manner in which it is 
bestowed" 

 

ABSA 
 

HELPING SA 

ACC NR; 4080925296 

BRANCH: HORISON, 632005 

CURRENT ACCOUNT 

Thank you for your consideration towards this project 

Yours Faithfully 

Leonie Botha                                                                       

Vice-Chairperson/Fundraiser 
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